We consider identifying effective connectivity of brain networks from fMRI time series. The standard vector autoregressive (VAR) models fail to give reliable network estimates, typically involving very large number of nodes. This paper adopts a dimensionality reduction approach based on factor modeling, to enable effective and efficient high-dimensional VAR analysis of large network connectivity. We derive a subspace VAR (SVAR) model from the factor model (FM) in which the observations are driven by a lower dimensional subspace of common latent factors, following an autoregressive dynamics. We consider the principal components (PC) method which can produce consistent estimators for the FM, and the resulting SVAR model, even when the dimension is large. This leads to robust large network analysis. Besides, estimates based on the main principal subspace can reveal global connectivity structure. Evaluation on a realistic simulated fMRI dataset shows that the proposed SVAR model with PC estimation can accurately detect the presence of connections and reasonably identify their causal directions, even for a large network.
INTRODUCTION
Vector autoregressive (VAR) modeling of fMRI time series has been used widely for the identification of effective connectivity between different regions or nodes of a brain network [1] - [6] . Various directed connectivity measures can be derived from the VAR parameters [4] . A framework unifying these measures has been developed by [6] . The matrix of VAR coefficients can be interpreted as characterizing the network of causal influences of one neuronal region on the others, and is closely related to Granger causality analysis [2] - [3] . However, the main challenge is that the number of fMRI time series, N corresponding to the number of voxels is very large but only observed at a small number of time points T. This renders the identification of standard VAR model unreliable especially for full-brain inter-voxel analysis [5] , since the number of fitted parameters is 2 
q N ×
where q is the order of the VAR model. This is a classical statistical inference problem when N T called the 'curse of dimensionality'. Conventional aggregating the voxel time series into a smaller set of regions of interest (ROIs) pre-selected based on prior knowledge, however, implies loss of information and introduces artifacts. Recent solution involves imposing sparsity constraints on the autoregressive (AR) coefficient matrices with penalized estimation to perform variable selection, while preserving the spatial resolution [2] - [3] , [5] . An extended Kullback information criterion which can provide optimal model selection for VAR models with small sample size [7] , can be used for robust parameter estimation.
We propose to use an alternative dimensionality reduction approach based on factor modeling to achieve an effective and efficient AR analysis of high-dimensional effective brain connectivity from the fMRI time series. The factor models (FMs) have been applied rather successfully in analyzing large number of macroeconomic time series, relying on the rationale that the codynamics of the high-dimensional observed time series are mainly driven by only a few r unobserved common dynamic factors where r N , plus idiosyncratic noise components. The observation space lies approximately on a lower-dimensional factor subspace spanned by a factor loading matrix. We introduce a subspace VAR (SVAR) model based on the FM for highdimensional analysis of fMRI time series, to infer brain connectivity. In particular, the evolution of the latent factors is commonly modeled as a VAR process. We show that a VAR model for the observations can be derived from this lowerdimensional VAR factor process, scaled by the factor loading. We call this model the SVAR model, since it spans a subspace of the total parameter space of a conventional VAR model. Its parameter estimation is simply a reconstruction from the estimators of the FM, and thus can make use of various efficient and robust estimation methods developed for FMs, even when N is large.
Estimation of FMs poses challenges where the factors are unobserved, and not even separately identifiable with their loadings. A FM with a Markovian AR hidden process is of typical state-space form where the latent factors can be efficiently extracted by using Kalman filter (KF) with parameter estimation solved by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. However, the estimation of state-space models, particularly of highdimension, suffers the problems of numerical instability and slow convergence due to over-parameterization [8] . Besides, the lack of identifiability remains within the state-space framework which is only partially solved by assuming unrealistic constraints on the system matrices and noise covariances [9] .
To overcome this problem, we adopt a nonparametric approach based on principal components (PC) factor analysis, suggested by [10] - [11] , for the estimation of FMs when N is large. The classical factor analysis assumes that N is fixed and much smaller than T, and can only consistently estimate the factor loadings but not the latent factors [11] . In contrast, the PC method can yield consistent estimators for both the factors and their loadings (up to a normalization), requiring relaxed assumptions of large N and large T [10] - [11] . Stock & Watson [10] first proved the uniform consistency of the PC estimators of the true factors, under general conditions that allow for (weak) serial and cross-sectional correlation in the idiosyncratic errors, and for , N T → ∞ . Bai & Ng [11] further establishes the consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimated factors and factor loadings. Besides, the PC estimation, based on cross-sectional averaging of observations to uncover the factor component, involves only a simple eigenanalysis of the observation sample covariance matrix. The factor loadings are first estimated by the principal eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix of the data, which are then used in the regression of observations to infer the factors. The latent VAR process is estimated by fitting on the PC-extracted factor series. Besides dimension-reduction and robust estimation, the proposed SVAR model can be useful for hierarchical connectivity analysis, by varying the subspace dimension, r. The subspace AR coefficient matrix reconstructed by retaining the main principal eigenvectors can capture the most dominant information of the network, and reveal global connectivity pattern between greater regions. The proposed methods are tested for identifying effective connectivity of large network on a realistic simulated fMRI dataset.
METHODS 2.1. Factor Model
be a vector of fMRI time series measured from N voxels or ROIs (defining the nodes of a brain network). t y is modeled as a factor analysis model [8] ,
where t f is a 1 r × vector of unobserved common factors, r is the number of factors, assumed to satisfy r N ≤ , Q is a N r × unknown constant factor loading matrix, and t is a 1 N × vector of idiosyncratic noise components that can represent measurement error. N is usually large, or even larger than T. The dimensionality reduction is achieved by the above decomposition, where t y is driven by a much lower-dimensional t f . The FM (1) 
PC Estimation
We estimate the latent factors and factor loadings of the FM with large dimension N, using the method of static principal components, suggested by [10] - [11] . The following main assumptions on t f and Q are needed for the PC estimation [10] . f , using Gaussian ML method. [10] shows that the PC estimators of t f is consistent as N and T grow large , N T → ∞ , even under general conditions that allows t to be (weak) serially and cross-sectionally correlated. The rate of convergence and the limiting distributions of ˆt f and Q is derived by [11] .
Subspace VAR Model for Connectivity Analysis
The temporal interdependence structure of t y in model (1) can be achieved through that of the VAR process t f in (2). We derive a SVAR model for the observed time series based on the FM with an underlying lower-dimensional VAR factor dynamics. We apply it for effective connectivity analysis of large-scaled brain networks. Proof. Using orthogonality condition in Assumption 1, (1) can be written as 1 ( ) ( )
Substituting (2) (1) as (4) is sufficient to fit the fMRI data well [2] . The matrix 
Reconstruction of ˆy
A by retaining the dominant principal eigenvectors can capture the main connectivity features of a network and reveals global correlations between sub-networks.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of our factor-analyzed SVAR model with PC estimation, on identifying high-dimensional effective connectivity, using a rich, realistic simulated BOLD resting-state fMRI dataset [12] . The simulations were based on a biophysical fMRI forward model, consisting of an underlying dynamic causal model (DCM) [13] for the neuronal network, with a non-linear balloon model for hemodynamic response, from which the BOLD and fMRI time series observations are generated. The DCM parameterizes the network of interacting (hidden) neuronal dynamics in different N brain regions or nodes, through its N N × network matrix, denoted here as A . 28 datasets were simulated for a wide range of underlying network structures, experimental conditions and problematic confounds in the data, based on realistic parameter settings. Each simulation comprises 50 randomized realizations corresponding to the variability across different subjects.
In this study, we use only datasets sim2 and sim4, generated based on two different network topologies (S10 and S50), with [12] . Graphical representations of two synthetic networks of 10 and 50-node used for fMRI time series simulations, with their corresponding connectivity matrix A . their directed graphical and matrix representations shown in Fig. 1 . These two datasets are suitable for evaluation of high-dimensional, hierarchical connectivity estimation. The network S10 consists of two regions or sub-networks of 5 nodes, locally connected within each regional network in a ring structure, with one independent external input per node. The sub-networks are globally connected through one link between their nodes. The arrow between two nodes indicates the direction of a causal influence from one node to another. S50 is a high-dimensional 50-node network, consisting of 10 connected sub-networks, grouped into two larger regions linked by one connection. Results in [12] shows that, for the S50, no method tested is very accurate at detecting the presence of the connections, or much better than chance in estimating the connection directionality, with very poor performance by the lagbased VAR methods (Granger causality etc), particularly. Fig. 2 shows the ground-truth connectivity matrix ( Fig. 2(a) ) of the network S10 used in the DCM and its estimates by the SVAR models from the simulated fMRI time series, using different principal subspace dimensions r. Compared to the noisy estimates using the complete parameter space in Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c) shows that reconstruction using the first 5 principal eigenvectors accurately infer the detailed connectivity structure between nodes, including both the local connections and the single link between sub-networks. Estimate by retaining only the 2 largest principal eigenvectors, shown in Fig. 2(d) , exhibits a region-based connectivity map, summarizing the node-based connectivity information in Fig. 2(c) . It can be seen that the connections between individual nodes are interpolated together to form connectivity between regions, e.g. the local connections in the 5 5 × sub-matrices along the diagonal form single-elements, characterizing the self-connections for the two regions. While losing the information of local connectivity compared to Fig. 2(c) , estimates based on more dominant principle subspace reveal the global connectivity structure more clearly, capturing the most significant feature of the network. This may be useful for the clustering analysis of highly localized regions in cognitive processes. Fig. 3 shows the estimates for the high-dimensional network S50 using r=25. In contrast with the poor results by the full-space VAR methods in [12] , all the positive connections are precisely detected here, including the very sparse inter-network connection at coordinate (3, 28) . This shows that the subspace model can provide robust estimation for networks even when the number of nodes is large. However, the directionality of the causal connections is still not accurately identified. This is indicated by the tendency of all SVAR models for both networks, using r=5 and r=25 respectively. estimates in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 to approach symmetric matrices, especially when using low values of r. This implies that use of VAR modeling alone is not satisfactory for identification of effective connectivity, despite its good performance in estimating connectivity in a functional sense (statistical correlations between nodes). Motivated by [12] , we present a closer performance analysis of the directionality estimation for the both networks, as shown in Fig. 4 . We use simpler box-plot distributions of the estimated causality direction measuresˆi j δ for the true connections (positive elements in the ground-truth network matrix). 
